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EDITORIAL

DEAR READER,
this first special issue of our XtraBlatt customer magazine

This special issue features all the Krone BiG Pack model

marks the 25th anniversary of our BiG Pack baler line. When

ranges and their individual levels of specification, and it

we first ventured into the big baler sector back in 1993, we

also narrates the experiences that operators all over the

not only decided to develop a new product but also to target

world had with their very special Krone Big Pack. I wish you

a new group of customers – the contractors and large-scale

enjoyable reading and also all the best for you, your family

farm operations. The BiG Pack was the first of the Krone BiG

and your business

line machines which today are synonymous with top-end
equipment for farming professionals.
Yours very sincerely
What began with two models, the BiG Pack 80-80 and the
Big Pack 120-80, has developed into the most comprehen
sive line-up of big balers in the market. Today, as many as
16 models with five different bale chamber widths are
available for farming professionals, offering the most

Bernard Krone

advanced baling technology.
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models with five different bale chamber widths are available
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for farming professionals, offering the most advanced baling

Large square bales became an
established format many years
ago, and it has become the preferred format of straw and forage
contractors because large bales
offer efficiencies in transport and
storage. Consequently, sales figures for big balers have been on a
continuous upwards curve since
the mid-1980s. This presented a
new opportunity for Krone, the
leader in the round baler market
since 1992.

I

Bernard Krone

technology.

BiG PACK: A SUCCESS STORY
FOR TH E PAST 25 YEARS
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The BiG Pack 12130 was launched in 2003 and was the flagship in the big
baler market at the time, boasting a chamber of 1.2m by 1.3m.

The BiG Pack 1270 with MultiBale feature was launched in 2003. This was
the first baler to tie up to six small wads of straw into one big pack.

Launching the BiG Pack 1290 HDP, Krone introduced the world’s first
high-density baler in 2005.

The BaleCollect 1230 marks a major advance in efficient bale handling.

The crop is fed into the baling chamber by five packers and

2003 saw another milestone in the Krone history: the intro-

Then in 2011, Krone sent the ‘HighSpeed’ generation

0.7 m chamber, the high-density feature and the MultiBale

one feeder arm, a design that ensures very high throughput

duction of the MultiBale system to the BiG Pack 1270. This

balers into the race. Maintaining the same density, these

function which ties six small bales into one big pack.

model ties up to six small wads of straw into one big pack.

machines achieved up to 20 % higher throughputs than

time, makes for an exceptionally comfortable ride and

Being easy to transport and break up, these small bales are

their predecessors.

high work rates. This design was very well received right

rates. The tandem axle, a novelty on a big baler at the

a particularly good option for horse owners and farms with

from the start. The name ‘BiG Pack’, which not only is easy

small and awkward buildings. The technology behind this is

to connote but also easy to understand everywhere in the

the use of split needle yokes, i. e. two instead of six needle

world, was coined by Martin Grimm, head of marketing at

yokes, tying the small wads with two threads and using the

One year later, Krone completed its portfolio of straw
harvesting equipment by introducing the VariCut (VC)

PERFORMANCE BOOSTS AT
THE HIGHEST LEVEL

cutting system in 2016. Boasting 51 blades, the system
cuts straw to extremely short (22mm) chops that are ideal
for bedding or adding structure to the ration.

Later on, in 2013, the BiG Pack 1290 HDP II was poised

the time. The BiG Pack was Krone's first ‘BiG liner’.

remaining four to tie the pack. The mastermind of the system

CUSTOM-MADE SOLUTIONS

is contractor Josef Freihardt from Seubersdorf in southern

to set further records. The Krone engineers had started

The launch of the BaleCollect bale accumulator in 2017

Germany who sold his patent to Krone.

developing them from scratch in 2009, and this brand-new

marked a major and sustained success in efficient straw

NEW IDEAS FROM THE
PRACTICE FOR PRACTICE

market leader in the ‘High Density’ sector, which marked

collects the bales on its platform as they are ejected from

another quantum leap. The BiG Pack 1290 HDP II delivered

the baler. As a bale leaves the baling chamber it is pushed

Straw hauliers eventually agreed on a standard 1.2m by 0.7m
format which allowed them to make full use of the available
truck capacities. Krone responded by manufacturing a third

generation of big balers underpinned Krone's position as

harvesting. Hitched to the baler, the bale accumulator

up to 70% higher throughputs or up to 10% higher bale

to the right or left by a transverse arm, which quickly

big baler, adding the BiG Pack 120-70 to its portfolio in 1997.

Krone kept up its endeavours to increase straw logistics

densities compared with the BiG Pack 1290 HDP HighSpeed

vacates the place for the next bale to enter the platform.

These machines were available with a choice of cutting

efficiencies. Bale trucking was still a time consuming

model – a performance boost that was made possible by

The bales are unloaded to a pattern that is selected by

systems and also a double knotter.

and costly affair, because the bales would not make full

various technical innovations. These included a bigger

the operator and that suits the transport chain – a major

use of the available truck capacities and they required a

main gearbox that was able to handle a massive 1,680hp

step towards making bale handling more efficient. The

lot of storage space. Together with the Dutch contractor

The first major revision of the BiG Pack line in 1999 saw the

and an auxiliary transmission gearbox that increased the

Together with his future colleague Dr Christian Steglich,

addition of the new models BiG Pack 88, 127 and 128 which

Verschoor, Krone addressed these shortcomings by wor-

flywheel speed from 1,000rpm to 1,180rpm. In addition,

a unique solution that makes road travel particularly easy

Otger Welling developed a novel machine that stood out

retained the existing chamber cross-section. In the same

king on the bale density. This inspired the concept of the

bigger rams were fitted to operate the chamber sides. The

for the combination.

season, Krone is celebrating the 25th anniversary of this

‘High-Density baler’. In 2003, the first prototypes of the

year, Krone contacted the Technology Management Group

for having no drive chains. Besides, the baler boasted
auto shut-off drivelines that replaced the shear pins. The

(TMG), a management consultancy based in Karlsruhe,

BiG Pack HDP were ready for trialling in the field. The HDP

a joint development by Krone and Rasspe that provided the

With a line-up of 16 different BiG Pack models, Krone

trend-setting technology was introduced at Agritechnica

Germany, tasking them with profiling a baler that would

system together with a wider bale chamber had resulted in

new technology for tying the denser packs. It boasts eight

currently has the largest range of big balers. But of course,

33 % higher bale densities, depending on the quality of the

smaller double knotters that are tailored to the narrower

were showcased to the world. Both balers produced 0.8m

findings led to the development of a completely new model

material. It was from these prototypes that the BiG Pack

1.2m chamber.

high bales at variable 1.5-2.5m lengths. As to widths, the

range which was unveiled at Agritechnica 2003. Since that

1290 HDP emerged. Launched as the first high-capacity,

meet the requirements of the global straw markets. The

1993 where the BiG Pack 80-80 and the BiG Pack 120-80

The initial plans for a Krone big baler were developed when

BiG Pack 80-80 churned out 0.8m wide bales and the BiG

Otger Weddeling, a student friend of Bernard Krone at Co-

Pack 120-80 1.2m wide packs.

facing a major challenge, because they had never dealt

very smooth overall running because it serves as a counterweight for the enormous plunger and its powerful strokes.

about 95 % of the global requirements: the BiG Pack 890

heavier bales than traditional machines would – a major

with a 0.8×0.9 m chamber (w×h), the BiG Pack 1270 with

step towards more efficient straw logistics. One year later,
Krone launched its front-mounted PreChop cutting system

a 1.2×0.7 m chamber, the BiG Pack 1290 with a 120×0.9 m

Both machines have a massive flywheel that makes for

with knotters before, one of the most complex assemblies
in the baler.

high-density baling system in 2005, it produced up to 25 %

time, Krone has launched four new chambers that meet

logne university, joined the company. The designers were

The BiG Pack 80-80 and the higher-capacity BiG Pack 120-80 were the first high-capacity balers built by Krone.
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MILESTONES IN THE HISTORY OF
THE BiG PACK

most important assembly, however, was the new knotter,

model the top performance of which has since gained it
an excellent reputation around the world.

HOW IT ALL BEGAN

COVER TOPIC

BaleCollect is hitched to the baler by a telescoping drawbar,

n November 1993, the company presented its first BiG
Pack big baler to the public. Today, in the 2018/2019

development never stops, and the Krone engineers have
long ago started working on new refinements to make sure
the machines will also meet the ever-increasing demands

ALWAYS ONE STEP
AHEAD

«

of our customers in the future.

In 2015 Krone presented the BiG Pack 870 HDP (XC)

chamber and the flagship BiG Pack 12130 with a 1.20×1.3 m

for the baler. This chops and fragments the straw to make

MultiBale – a ‘three-in-one’ machine which offers the best

chamber.

perfect bedding.

properties of three different BiG Pack models: a 0.8 m by

8

The first Krone big baler was manufactured 25 years ago.
Since then, the model has been systematically developed
to cater for the changing needs of farmers and contractors
around the world. Here is a chronicle of the milestone
models and versions.
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2017
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2005

2003

EARLY ADOPTER

1997
1993
The BiG Pack 80-80 /
120-80 is born

The BiG Pack 120-70
with MultiCut cutting
system enters the
market

1999
The variable
filling system (VFS)
is launched

The BiG Pack 890,
1270 (MultiBale), 1290
and the XCut cutting
system make their
debut

The first BiG Pack
with High-Density
Press system (HDP)
is unveiled

2006
The integral PreChop
chopper is presented
to the public

2011
The HighSpeed
generation enters
the stage

2013
The BiG Pack
1290 HDP II is
introduced

2015
The BiG Pack 870 HDP
MultiBale is
launched

The BaleCollect
accumulator makes
its debut

The new VC
cutting system for
short chops enters
the market

2018
25 years of the
BiG Pack
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1
The first BiG Pack 80-80 in the Ruge fleet clocked up more than 330,000
square bales in 16 years.

The first BiG Pack series performed reliably not

2

Andreas Ruge took over from his father Herbert in

high throughputs, it was still very quiet running – courtesy

2008.

3

The contractors currently run four BiG Pack 1270 XC
MultiBale big balers for straw and silage baling.

4

The MultiBale system is particularly popular with
horse owners, as the small packs are easy to handle
in the confined stables.

H

erbert Ruge laid the foundation for his agricultural

some years ago. But as soon as he starts talking about old

balers for baling straw and grass silage, a KR 130 and a KR
160. But some of his customers were asking for square bales
instead of round ones. “To meet our customers’ demands,
we started using big balers from various manufacturers,”

No sooner said than done: the first big baler to roll off
the Krone production line, a BiG Pack 80-80, arrived at the

system which produces short, finely shredded straw that
makes even more absorbent bedding material.

Herbert’s son Andreas (46) has been at the helm of this
constantly growing contracting business since 2008. He now

BACK TO THE FUTURE

comfortable ride even at high speeds, whether on uneven

employs 14 full-time staff and has another 25 to 30 seasonal

Over the past few years, the Ruge contracting business has

fields or on the road.

workers on the books. His current core business includes

seen a slight downturn on the straw side. “We’re wondering

MASSIVE LIFETIME
PERFORMANCE

vesting and grass and maize harvesting. Following in his

we’re assuming that there will still be a lot of demand for

father’s footsteps, he is also sticking with Krone big balers.

straw baling in the future and that we can keep on using

how this line of business will develop going forward. But

slurry spreading, silage and straw harvesting, combine har-

our BiG Pack machines for a long time to come,” the junior

At the moment they have four: a BiG Pack 890 and three

To meet growing demand and with farmers more than happy

BiG Pack 1270 XCs with the MultiBale system, one of which

boss says. “Our big balers average around 4,000 bales a

with his services, the contractor soon added another big baler

has a PreChop system. With their 0.8x0.9m and 1.2x0.7m

year. Our latest BiG Pack has produced about 40,000 bales,
but our oldest, which dates back to 2006, has clocked up

chamber sizes, these balers cover the entire bandwidth of

BiG Pack 120-80. With the new machine, the bale width grew

their customers’ requirements. The MultiBale system is

around 60,000 and has a good ten years of service ahead

from 80cm to 120cm, a 1.5-fold increase in the maximum

something Andreas Ruge wouldn’t want to be without:

of it still. We put that down to the fact that our machines

volume.

“Around sixty percent of our customers want small packs

get maintained and serviced regularly and really are built

combined into big bales. Horse owners and sheep farmers

to last.”

But the era of the BiG Pack 80-80 at Ruge contractors was

find these portioned big bales particularly useful, as do dairy

to come to an end in 2010. “After 16 years our baler had to

Herbert nods in agreement and is already looking forward to

farmers,” he explains. Horse owners, for example, can simply

at Krone as they were just about to launch their first big

With a chamber size of 0.8x0.8m and an adjustable bale

make way for a newer model – the BiG Pack 890,” says the

remove small straw and hay packs from the big bales and

his next visit and guided tour of the Krone factory in Spelle:

baler. “By then I had been having more and more dealings

length of 1-2.5m, the square bales it produced were easy to

seasoned operator with a sly smile on his face. “Believe it

cart them on a sack barrow to the horse box down what are

“I still like to keep up with the latest developments on Krone

with Krone, so we were soon offered the first BiG Pack

setup for a massive 1,800 operating hours in the first year

contractor’s farmyard right on time for the 1994 season.

transport and convenient to use. When we ask him what it

or not, in its 16 years of service, our first BiG Pack produced

pre-production machine to try out. After a bit of teething

was about the BiG Pack he liked so much, he instantly comes

more than 333,000 bales, three-quarters of which were silage.

trouble the Krone engineers began to get more and more

up with two features: the cutting system and the tandem

That’s a massive lifetime performance, and it’s all down to the

often narrow passages.

machines. And while I’m there, I’ll also take the opportunity

But the MultiBale system is very popular with dairy farmers

Pack there, which will be celebrating its 25th birthday at the
end of this year.”

axle. “The BiG Pack was the first big baler to be designed

outstanding engineering on the one hand and the excellent

as well. Andreas again: “Many cattle farmers appreciate the

to be factory-fitted or retrofitted with a 3-blade cutting

servicing and after-sales service we get from Krone on the

small packs for a convenient way of adding fibre material to

system,” the contractor says. “As it chopped up the crop, it

other. There’s always someone at the end of the phone line

times, you can see the pride and sparkle in his eyes and you

alone, baling silage for local dairy farms. Everything ran so

“Once we saw the BiG Pack on the Krone stand and got

could compress both straw and grass better. This was ideal

to bale you out when you get stuck, even in the middle of the

that are tight for space. So the big bale is broken up and the

can tell that his heart and soul are still very much part of

smoothly that we soon had more customers knocking at

talking to the engineers about the new technical features

for keeping the growing numbers of customers happy who

night and on weekends. That’s essential for us contractors at

small packs put on a sack barrow and taken to the cubicles.”

of Schleswig-Holstein in 1989. The sprightly 72-year-old

this family business. “We started out in April 1989 with an

the door and we had to go out and buy two more combos

they had introduced, we just knew we had to have one,”

wanted to bale grass silage into big packs.” With its 2m wide

peak harvest times. And our customers also appreciate that

For customers who want very finely chopped, low-dust straw,

pensioner handed the business over to his son Andreas

MB Trac 700 and a Krone trailer, a Turbo 5000. We ran this

the following year.”

Herbert says.

pick-up and its feed system consisting of five packers and one

and stay with us for years.”

Andreas uses a BiG Pack 1270 MultiBale with a pre-chopping

13
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the ration. They are also useful for bedding animal houses

contracting business in Odderade near the German

North Sea coast in the bucolic sandy and marshy landscape

12

GRAHAM GUY

ALL
ALL-ROUND
ROUND AGR
AGRICULTURAL
CULTURAL
ENTREPRENEUR

to drop by the Krone museum: they have my first ever BiG

of a handle on the machine as we were trialling it,” he says.
The Spelle-based manufacturer went on to present its first
BiG Pack to the public at Agritechnica in Hannover in 1993.

11

4

INNOVATIVE AND
SUCCESSFUL

of its massive flywheel and tandem axle,” the enthusiastic
contractor recalls. The tandem axle makes for an extremely

to his fleet, opting this time for the bigger sister model, the

EFFECTIVE IN STRAW
AND GRASS

Herbert Ruge says. “They handled straw well but they didn’t
cope well with grass silage.” He found a sympathetic ear

Herbert Ruge bought
one of the first BiG Pack
balers to roll off the Krone
production line in 1993.

3

“Despite being such a greedy machine and achieving such

only in straw but also in grass.

TRIAL AND ERROR
Soon afterwards the contractor bought two Krone round

Herbert Ruge bought the first series-production BiG Pack to roll
off the production line for his contracting business back in 1993.
Over the course of its 16-year service life it clocked up more than
330,000 square bales of silage and straw. Thanks to their outstanding performance, his contracting business is still using
several BiG Pack big balers to harvest straw and silage today.

2

feeder, the BiG Pack achieved extremely high throughputs.

1

14

So it's not surprising that there is very strong

15

demand for forage harvesting services on the
contracting side of Guy's operations.
“Grass baling is our core business. A great
many of our customers want their grass in
square bales so they can easily transport
it around their farms and feed it to their
animals as hay, haylage or silage. We make
between 20,000 and 25,000 square bales a
year”, Graham Guy tells us.
Contractor Guy has been using the Big Pack
890 Krone big baler for over ten years to provide his customers with the easy-to-handle

system with pre-compression produces the

walls so typical of this region. Narrow farm

same rock-solid bales under all conditions

tracks and tight field entrances complete

lengths ranging from 1.00m to 2.70m. This

COVER TOPIC

I

n Lancashire in northern England,
some 50 km north of Manchester,

of agricultural equipment. Founded in 2005,

important in our region, and my customers
know that with a Krone big baler, C & G A
Guy Contractors Ltd routinely supplies them

QUALITY COUNTS

with the best possible bales, no matter what

with its low centre of gravity and compact

the external circumstances. And with the

size is safe and stress-free to drive and
manoeuvre even under these conditions.
The BiG Pack 890 is a compact machine
that offers good visibility, so driving hard
leaves a single scratch on the machine”.

like this, because I like to save costs", adds

SUPERIOR PER
FORMANCE WHAT
EVER THE TERRAIN

Graham Guy with a grin.

The Pennine uplands of northern England

working day, I know that they are not

where Graham Guy’s customers farm is

totally stressed. Instead, they can notch

The speed and power of the BiG Pack 890 big

an archetypal English rural landscape. It is

up another successful working day for

base. Farmers from near and far benefit not

increases the performance of their livestock.
The BiG Pack also makes me more productive because I can work at high rates. And I

But that's not enough for him. He is also
nery dealer Guy Machinery Ltd in the neig-

and I are delighted that the BiG Pack 890

and milk or meat yields”, Graham Guy goes
on to explain.

only from the highl

owner and director of agricultural machi-

best bales you get the best forage quality

“My BiG Pack 890 produces particularly
dense bales with a high forage quality. My

lies the peaceful market town of Colne.
cattle, sheep and pigs on his thriving

the picture.
As Graham Guy explains: “My colleagues

of barn, storage method or feeding system.

This is home to Graham Guy who rears
family farm.

and in all harvest crops. “This is particularly

is also the bale size that most customers
require, regardless of the size of crop, size

customers like this, because better forage

the company has built up a solid customer

The farming landscape of this part of northern England is characterised by fields and pastures that are often hilly
and sometimes very steep.

square bales they need. It produces bales
0.90m high and 0.80m wide in a choice of

baler is mainly due to the HighSpeed com-

characterised by hilly, tiered and someti-

up to stone walls for mile after mile rarely

“When my drivers return the BiG Packs
to our yard in the evenings after a long

themselves, for our contracting company

hbouring town of Gisburn. Together with

ponents and the VS variable filling system.

mes steep fields and pastures of all sizes,

and for our customers. I hope you found it

14 employees, he supplies a range of Krone

HighSpeed delivers a larger pre-chamber

from large to very small. Almost all the

so too”, says Graham Guy as he departs with

machinery as well as various other brands

and higher stroke frequency. The variable fill

fields are enclosed by the grey dry stone

a handshake and a mischievous smile.

«
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THE SUCCESS
RANGE

OUR BiG PACK TEAM
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BALE SIZES
With the various BiG Pack series, we allow our customers to produce bales of 0.80 m or
1.20m in width and 0.70 m, 0.90 m or 1.30 m in height. In addition, they are free to vary
the bale length flexibly and steplessly between 0.50 m and 3.20 m. Furthermore, some BiG
Pack models are available with the MultiBale feature that ties several small 0.30 m–1.30 m
wads into one big bale.

THE HDP SYSTEM FOR HIGHER
DENSITIES

LINE UP THE BiG PACK MODELS AND VERSIONS

Viable straw trading is greatly based on controlling the costs of harvesting, haulage and
storage. This is where the Krone HDP system comes in. Up to 25 % higher bale densities
cut handling and haulage costs drastically and make professional straw trading a more
intriguing option for farmers.

BiG Pack 870

BiG Pack 1290

Bale sizes (h×w×l in metres): 0.70×0.80×0.50–2.70

Bale sizes (h×w×l in metres): 0.90×1.20×1.00–2.70

Standard MultiBale specification

Choice of HDP or HDP II specification

Standard HDP specification

Optional XC or VC rotor cutter

Optional XC rotor cutter

or PreChop cutting system

BiG Pack 890
PRACTICE

Lining up as many as 16 BiG Pack model ranges, Krone offers
the most versatile portfolio of big balers which meet the most
diverse demands and control large market shares. The success
of the BiG Pack rests on three pillars: the exciting specifications
that make a real difference to the users, the choice of different
bale sizes and the choice of HDP and HDP II.

DA
DAM
MIIEEN
N PPO
OU
UEEYY

A MAN WITH
A PASSION FOR STRAW
The straw business in particular developed

1
Damien Pouey and his staff produce

so well that Damien also went into straw

hilly foothills of the Pyrenees. This compact

about 1,500 bales of hay and 9,000

design and the HighSpeed feature make for

bales of straw every year.

significantly higher work rates and acreages
Today, Damien and his employees bale

than competitor machines, which gives me

approximately 1,500 bales of hay and

a clear head start in terms of job planning

2

Operating the big baler is easy from the

3

The integral weighing system in the

and costing.”

exact bale weight and gives Monsieur Pouey

2012 saw the purchase of a new big baler.

only in size but also in weight.

colleagues and received knowledgeable
advice and support from my local Krone
the excellent reputation of the Krone brand

developed to scale new heights in efficient

Bale sizes (h×w×l in metres): 0.70×1.20×1.00–2.70

The BaleCollect
accumulator

straw handling. The HDP II balers from

Optional MultiBale

The Krone BaleCollect is an effective implement to optimi-

Krone are the uncontested leaders in the

Optional XC or VC rotor cutter

high-throughput segment. The HDP II beats

or PreChop cutting system

se straw harvesting. On the move and attached to a BiG
Pack, the BaleCollect accumulates up to three bales on its

an HDP baler hands down when it comes to

platform. Its telescoping drawbar allows the accumulator

baling speed. An HDP II delivers up to 70 %

to track like trailer behind the baler when travelling on

higher throughputs while maintaining the

20

public roads.

21

22

23

roller chute determines the weight of

Damien Pouey also had his BiG Pack equipped

CUSTOMER WISHES
COMPLIED WITH

dealer,” recalls Damien Pouey. “This and

Bale sizes (h×w×l in metres): 1.30×1.20×1.00–3.20
Optional XC rotor cutter

BiG Pack 1270

joystick and tractor terminal.

or square bales, depending on customer
preferences.

“Before I made the decision, I talked to

BiG Pack 4×4

Bale sizes (h×w×l in metres): 0.90×0.80×1.00–2.70
Optional XC rotor cutter

same density.

1

and is a decisive advantage here on the

trading in 2016 when he bought a company.

9,000 bales of straw per year – either round

THE HDP II SYSTEM INCREASES BALE DENSITY AND
THROUGHPUT
The Krone BiG Pack HDP II models were

the individual bales that are customised to clients’ needs.

with a roller chute that has an integrated
weighing system. The system determines the
the opportunity to customise his bales not

PERFORMANCE AND
SERVICE ARE SPOT ON
Another asset of this BiG Pack is low mainte-

ultimately convinced me to invest in a Krone

nance. “There is actually not much you have

BiG Pack.”

to do except for some regular checks and

He bought a BiG Pack 1270 HighSpeed,

Pouey with a smile.

refills of the auto lubricator,” says Damien

It’s the high-density bales at flexible lengths
that Damien Pouey appreciates about his
BiG Pack.

which produces 0.70m high bales in height

Even as a young boy who grew up on a
farm, Damien Pouey was enthusiastic about everything to do with farm machinery. This was certainly one of the reasons
why he chose to be a contractor – and a
successful one at that.

I

and 1.20m in width and allows him to vary

What’s also key for him is that he can trust in

the length between 1.00m and 2.70m to

the local Krone dealer and his well-trained

suit customer preferences.

staff: “I can rely on them to get quick and

“The decision in favour of this Krone big

I need it. I am completely satisfied with my

n 2010, he founded his agricultural services company in Cabanac, near Tarbes,

in the southwest of France, within sight

THE LEGENDARY
B G PACK MAN

BiG Pack. You can clearly see that Krone

this machine allows me to make particu-

has decades of experience in developing

larly dense and firm straw bales that are

big large balers. Buying this machine was

of services that include combining, tillage,

2

straightforward help and advice whenever
baler was particularly easy for me because

of the Pyrenees. His machine fleet is very
large, and so he can offer a very wide range

exactly the size my farmer customers and

the right thing to do and I would certainly

and forage and straw harvesting including

most of my straw customers ask for,” adds

buy it again.”

baling.

Damien Pouey. “In addition, the BiG Pack
is a surprisingly short and low-profile ma-

Krone wishes the Damien Pouey companies

chine. This increases the overall stability

continued success.

M

3
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PRACTICE
A R N E M AT H I E S E N

SUCCESSFUL
TOGETHER

It is no surprise that such a wide range of
services requires a large machine fleet. “Our
fleet at Maskinstation consists of 36 tractors and combine harvesters, 15 excavators
and wheel loaders, 15 tillage and sowing
implements, eight tedders and rakes, six
of which are from Krone, and seven silage
trailers,” says Arne.

STRAW IS AN
IMPORTANT
MAINSTAY
Straw harvesting and trading is a particularly

1
machine, he thought of buying another
BiG Pack. He quickly acted on the idea and
added another Krone big baler to his fleet.

profitable line of business for Maskinstation.
“Every year we export around 5,000–6,000
Arne Mathiesen has been running his
family business in the Danish town of
Odder for 30 years.

“Today we have three BiG Pack HDP 1290

tonnes of square straw bales to Germany

models, one BiG Pack HDP II 1290 (which is

and the Netherlands,” explains Arne. “We

even more powerful), one BiG Pack 4x4 for

use nine high-capacity balers for that, six of

the XXL bales and one BiG Pack HDP 870 for

which are currently BiG Pack big balers from

smaller square bales,” explains Arne.

2

Krone.” During the season these machines
are up and working almost around the clock

He ordered all BiG Packs complete with the

and nearly beyond capacity, and so Arne

new Krone BaleCollect bale accumulator.

is planning to buy new big balers soon to

Hitched to the baler, this bale collector

replace the three less productive units.

collects up to three bales on its platform:

“The new balers will definitely be also BiG

the ground in groups, we drastically reduce

Packs, because they are the most efficient

field traffic and are much more efficient.”

“By collecting the bales and placing them on

machines,” emphasises the entrepreneur

never any hiccups and – most importantly

THE SERVICE, TOO,
IS CONVINCING

for me – they bale the firmest bales.”

In addition to the Krone BiG Pack balers,

ENORMOUSLY
POWERFUL AND
RELIABLE

equally deliver the quality of work and

while a Krone BiG Pack with bale collector
is baling behind him in the field. “There are

COMPARISON TEST

Excerpt
from the profi
big baler
comparison
test

Big Results

For the first time ever, profi has succeeded in gathering big balers from all
leading manufacturers in the same field for a comprehensive comparison. In powder-dry conditions,
the machines were set to work in a field of wheat straw to give of their best while being monitored by
testers. The results are really intriguing, and in this first part of our comparison test we look at bale
density, cutting quality, input requirement and throughputs. The following extract from the original
article covers the results of the two Krone balers that took part in the test.

B

uyers of a big baler make their decision primarily on criteria such as service and maintenance, longevity,
throughput, bale density, tractor input
and quality of cut and whether the machine
also makes silage bales. Yet throughput, density, input and quality of cut offer the largest
scope for speculation.

3

Maximaler Durchsatz
167 167

150
139

Putting an end to speculation was exactly our
intention when we designed this test. We
asked all manufacturers of big balers to send
along one of their specimens to the comparison. The requested chamber size was 90cm,
because this seems to have become very
popular with farmers and contractors, the reason being that these models press more material into fewer bales on every hectare. Besides, many insights from this test can be
transferred to the smaller 70cm chamber
models.
The following brands and models took part in
the comparison:
 Case IH LB 434 XL RC (identical with New
Holland BB1290 Plus CC) pulled by a Steyr Terrus 6300 CVT (230kW/313hp)
 Claas Quadrant 5300 FC pulled by a Claas
Axion 950 (301kW/410hp)
 Fendt 1290 S XD (identical w. MF 2270 XD)
pulled by a Fendt 939 Vario (291kW/396hp)
 John Deere L1534 MaxiCut HC23 pulled by
a John Deere 6250R (221kW/300hp)
 Krone BigPack 1290 XC pulled by a 1050
Vario (380kW/517hp)
 Krone BigPack 1290 HDP VC pulled by a
1050 Vario (380 kW/517hp)
 Kuhn LSB 1290 iD OC pulled by a Fendt 936
Vario (269kW/366hp)

Are the balers able to maintain this level of
density when the throughput increases? In
fact, the Krone HDP delivered the same level
of density as on the first run, again achieving
167kg/m3. Another machine that nearly didn’t
lose anything in terms of density was the
Krone XC (134kg/m3 instead of 139 kg/m3).
In another test run, we activated the chopping
system so that the material would be cut. On
this run, we found density was on average
10–15kg/m3 higher. But we are not publishing
the table here for lack of space. Besides, the
results in this category did not impact on the
overall ranking.

BALE DENSITIES COMPARED
Pressdichte (kg/m )
200
Konstanter Durchsatz

134

100

50

0

A

B

C

D

Krone XC Krone HDP VC

E

The Krone HDP is nearly on par with the winner.

This means the test group also included two
‘regular-specification balers’ from John Deere
and Krone XC which ran alongside the higher-density models – the XL from Case IH, the
XD from Fendt and the HDP from Krone. In
addition, the test also saw the debut of Kuhn’s
brand-new iD model with double plunger. The
Claas Quadrant 5300 FC (current year of manufacture) was supplied by a contractor after
Claas declined to support our project.
The test saw each machine complete four different runs, during which different parameters
were measured, and of course we were keen to
see the results (see ‘How the measurements
were taken’). In the first test, we measured the
maximum density, which was determined in

TEST RESULTS
Krone BP
bale density
cutting quality
power
requirement
throughput
Compliance with
bale length
weighing
accuracy

1290 XC

ONLINE VIDEO
two separate runs: first the combination was
operated at a constant forward speed, and then,
in a second run, the priority was on maximum
throughput at any forward speed. For the first
run, we agreed there and then on a constant
forward speed of 12km/hr.
The individual densities achieved in this run
are listed in the graph ‘Bale densities compared’. The highest density on the first run at
constant speed was 171kg/m3, closely followed by 167kg/m3 by the Krone BigPack 1290
HDP VC.

1290
HDP VC

Z

BB

Z

BB

BB

Z

BB

BB

Z

B

BB

Z

BB = very good; B = good;
Z = on average;
E = below average;
EE = deficient

A word on the cutting system: All balers had
a rotor cutting system. The system on the
Krone XC has 26 blades and cuts 44mm long
chops. By comparison, the Krone BigPack HDP
VC has the multiple-blade cutting system with
51 blades that produce nominal LOCs as short
as 22mm. To ensure an adequate comparison
with all other machines in the test, these candidates were tested twice – once with all blades in action and once with only half the number of blades at work.

CUTTING QUALITY COMPARED
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26 M
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51 M

Ohne
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51
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51,7
51,7

50
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ENERGY INPUT COMPARED

Mit Messern

20
20

3,6

51 Messer

10
10

3,0

2,5
00

2,3

2,0

1,9
1,5

AA

BB

CC

DD

Krone
KroneXC
XC Krone
HDPVC
VC
KroneHDP

1,0

HOW
HOW ACCURATELY
ACCURATELY IS
IS BALE
BALE LENGTH
LENGTH MAINTAINED?
MAINTAINED?
A

B

C

D

Krone XC Krone HDP VC

E

AA

The energy inputs by the individual balers vary even when not using the cutting
system. The input increases especially when the cutting system is activated.

BB

The Krone VC result means that just about 2kg
from a 400kg bale is made up of chops longer
than 30mm. More good news: the quality of cut
never dropped significantly on any machine
when the throughput increased – at least as
long as the blades were sharp...

The cutting system often plays a role when
bale stability is at issue. Therefore, we also
tried to determine possible differences in this
respect, but it seems that bale stability is more
a factor of baling pressure than cutting system. Anyhow, bale handling was never an issue
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The throughput on all balers drops (more or
less) when the knives are at work. The Krone
XC still managed to put out 45.8t/hr. By comparison, the throughput of just 38.6t/hr by the
Krone HDP VC with half the number of blades
in action was obviously down to the low-yielding swath – especially as this 51-blade baler
again achieved an excellent throughput of
46.5t/hr.
The last test parameter was bale length and
how accurately the set length was maintained
by the individual machines (see the graph ‘How
accurately is bale length maintained?’). The
Krone HDP VC came out as one of the best in
this category, with the deviation from the target length being as small as 10cm, whereas it
was 14cm on the Krone XC.
To check on the accuracy of the weighing systems, we compared the actual bale weight with
the set target weight (see graph ‘How accurate
are the weighing systems?’). In this category,
the weighing system in the roller chute on the
Krone XC proved to be among the most
accurate systems, showing a sensationally
small deviation of 0.3% across twelve bales.
Yet the system on the Krone HDP VC had issues
with the 2m bales, failing to indicate any
weight at all for 25% of the bales and producing a 4.4% inaccuracy, which is rather large.
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The Krone BigPack 1290 HDP VC put in a convincing performance, achieving a high density,
high throughput and a very good quality of
cut. The input requirement is average; the
weighing system did not work accurately.
In this article we discussed the actual test
results. In a follow-up article, we will look at
the specific machine details, including dimensions and weights, ease of changing knives and
prices.
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In the small Danish town of Odder, near
Aarhus in eastern Jutland, Arne Mathiesen,
his wife Karen Margrethe, his children and
up to 20 freelance staff run an impressive
and highly successful contracting company
called Maskinstation Odder.

HOW THE MEASUREMENTS WERE TAKEN

Bernd Carstensen and Tobias Konietzny
from GKN Walterscheid measured the
tractor input with torque hubs.

The test site was a 65ha field of wheat,
which had been combined by a hybrid
Claas Lexion 600 with a 9m header one
week before the test took place. The crop
yielded more than 7.5t/ha of grain and
4t/ha straw. Consequently, the swath
size was about 3.5kg/m. After some rainfall, the swath was turned over once by
a side delivery rake. On the day the test
took place, the residual moisture percentages ranged between 9.0% and 10.3%
which were measured between the times
of 12:30 and 17:30.

more swaths at maximum ground speed,
once using the cutting system, once not
using the cutting system and produce the
maximum density.

All balers had GNK Walterscheid torque
measuring hubs that were installed

Then the measurements and weights
were taken from three bales from each
run. In addition, we took 25l samples
with a penetrometer from all chopped
bales. The samples were later sieved into
fractions at the DLG test centre to determine the quality of cut. Of course, we
also measured the dimensions and
weights of the balers, the actual pick-up
widths and blade spacings in the cutting
system.

The bale density was determined by
measuring and weighing the bales.

We used a penetrometer to sample the
straw and determine the cutting quality...

before the tests began, and a proximity
sensor inside the needle yoke measured
the accurate baling time for each bale.
The actual ground speed was measured
by a GPS mouse.
The operators drew lots to decide the
starting order and began picking up four
of the approximately 1,000m-long
swaths. The instructions were easy: travel down the swath at 12km/hr, once
using the cutting system, once not using
the cutting system, but always try to produce the maximum density. Next, do two

....and then fractioned it at the DLG test
centre.

profi 11 - 2018

12.10.2018
12.10.2018 13:58:15
13:58:15

30

Summary: This comparison was a premiere
that saw the big balers of all manufacturers
work the same field on the same day to compare their performance. The regular specification Krone BigPack 1290 XC achieved very
good throughputs but performed less well on
quality of cut. The accuracy of the weighing
system was very good.
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The multiple-knife cutting systems such as the one on the Krone VC give the best cuts.
The Krone XC produced substantially more overlengths.
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WEIGHING
WEIGHING SYSTEMS?
SYSTEMS?

11

0,5

The actual quality of cut was evaluated by
DLG which determined the percentages of
overlengths by fractioning the samples with a
30mm mesh sieve (see graph ‘Cutting quality
compared’). As anticipated, the two balers with
a multiple-blade cutting system came out as
the winners: in the sample from the Krone
VariCut, 99.4% of the material was cut shorter
than 30mm, whereas in the sample from the
scissor-like cutting system on the Krone XC
(the VC applies controlled cuts), only 97% of
the chops were shorter than 30mm.
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or more than 30 years, Arne Mathiesen

“The reason why we appreciate the BiG Pack

Arne Mathiesen also operates six high-capacity tedders and rakes from Krone which
stability that Arne looks for. At the end of
only is he impressed by the quality of the

so much is that it packs more material into

Krone machines but also by another Krone

a bale than any other machine we know,”

detail: “If we do need technical support or

customers ask for the typical agricultural

he continues. “This allows us to haul more

spare parts for the machines, Krone is al-

services such as tillage, sowing, fertiliser

straw with every truck load, which signifi-

ways immediately at hand. Either the Krone

spreading and spraying, transport work and

cantly reduces transport costs.”

importer for Denmark, Brøns Maskinimport

slurry spreading, but also forage, grain and

1

Arne purchased his first Krone BiG Pack in

for us. We have full confidence in them

2015. His demands were high with respect

and their great service. They usually solve

to stability, reliability, ease of operation and

any issue within half a day at the latest.

goods transport, gardening and landscaping

bale density. And the BiG Pack ticked all the

This saves me money and increases my

and municipal work such as snow clearing.

boxes. So, only four weeks into running the

profitability. Keep it up, Krone!”

The machine fleet currently consists
of six BiG Pack big balers which work
almost 24/7 in the harvesting season

2

All of Arne’s BiG Packs have the
BaleCollect running behind the baler.

ApS, or our local Krone dealer is on standby

straw harvesting. Furthermore, Maskinstation offers a variety of non-agricultural
services such as canal and earthworks, bulk

3

our interview, he explains to us that not

has been serving his local customers

from the company’s base in Odder. His

The bale accumulator is a significant
output booster.

3

Straw baling is the biggest business of
the contracting company.
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BiG PACK: A SU
FOR TH E PAST
Large square bales became an
established format many years
ago, and it has become the preferred format of straw and forage
contractors because large bales
offer efficiencies in transport
and storage. Consequently, sales
figures for big balers have been on
a continuous upwards curve since
the mid-1980s. This presented a
new opportunity for Krone, the
leader in the round baler market
since 1992.

I

n November 1993, the company presented its first BiG

Together with his future colleague Dr Christian Steglich,

Pack big baler to the public. Today, in the 2018/2019

Otger Weddeling developed a novel machine that stood

season, Krone is celebrating the 25th anniversary of this

out for having no drive chains. Besides, the baler boasted

model the top performance of which has since gained it

auto shut-off drivelines that replaced the shear pins. The

an excellent reputation around the world.

trend-setting technology was introduced at Agritechnica

HOW IT ALL BEGAN

1993 where the BiG Pack 80-80 and the BiG Pack 120-80
were showcased to the world. Both balers produced 0.8m
high bales at variable 1.5–2.5m lengths. As to widths, the

The initial plans for a Krone big baler were developed when

BiG Pack 80-80 churned out 0.8m wide bales and the BiG

Otger Weddeling, a student friend of Bernard Krone at Co-

Pack 120-80 1.2m wide packs.

logne university, joined the company. The designers were
facing a major challenge, because they had never dealt

Both machines have a massive flywheel that makes for

with knotters before, one of the most complex assemblies

very smooth overall running because it serves as a counter-

in the baler.

weight for the enormous plunger and its powerful strokes.

6

CCESS STORY
25 YEARS

The BiG Pack 80-80 and the higher-capacity BiG Pack 120-80 were the first high-capacity balers built by Krone.
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The BiG Pack 12130 was launched in 2003 and was the flagship in the big
baler market at the time, boasting a chamber of 1.2m by 1.3m.

The BiG Pack 1270 with MultiBale feature was launched in 2003. This was
the first baler to tie up to six small wads of straw into one big pack.

The crop is fed into the baling chamber by five packers and

2003 saw another milestone in the Krone history: the intro-

one feeder arm, a design that ensures very high throughput

duction of the MultiBale system to the BiG Pack 1270. This

rates. The tandem axle, a novelty on a big baler at the

model ties up to six small wads of straw into one big pack.

time, makes for an exceptionally comfortable ride and

Being easy to transport and break up, these small bales are

high work rates. This design was very well received right

a particularly good option for horse owners and farms with

from the start. The name ‘BiG Pack’, which not only is easy

small buildings full of nooks and crannies. The technology

to connote but also easy to understand everywhere in the

behind this is the use of split needle yokes, i. e. two instead of

world, was coined by Martin Grimm, head of marketing at

six needle yokes, tying the small wads with two threads and

the time. The BiG Pack was Krone's first ‘BiG liner’.

using the remaining four to tie the pack. The mastermind of

CUSTOM-MADE SOLUTIONS

the system is contractor Josef Freihardt from Seubersdorf in
southern Germany who sold his patent to Krone.

truck capacities. Krone responded by manufacturing a third

NEW IDEAS FROM THE
PRACTICE FOR PRACTICE

big baler, adding the BiG Pack 120-70 to its portfolio in 1997.

Krone kept up its endeavours to increase straw logistics

These machines were available with a choice of cutting

efficiencies. Bale trucking was still a time consuming

systems and also a double knotter.

and costly affair, because the bales would not make full

Straw hauliers eventually agreed on a standard 1.2m by 0.7m
format which allowed them to make full use of the available

use of the available truck capacities and they required a
The first major revision of the BiG Pack line in 1999 saw the

lot of storage space. Together with the Dutch contractor

addition of the new models BiG Pack 88, 127 and 128 which

Verschoor, Krone addressed these shortcomings by wor-

retained the existing chamber cross-section. In the same

king on the bale density. This inspired the concept of the

year, Krone contacted the Technology Management Group

‘High-Density baler’. In 2003, the first prototypes of the

(TMG), a management consultancy based in Karlsruhe,

BiG Pack HDP were ready for trialling in the field. The HDP

Germany, tasking them with profiling a baler that would

system together with a wider bale chamber had resulted in

meet the requirements of the global straw markets. The

33 % higher bale densities, depending on the quality of the

findings led to the development of a completely new model

material. It was from these prototypes that the BiG Pack

range which was unveiled at Agritechnica 2003. Since that

1290 HDP emerged. Launched as the first high-capacity,

time, Krone has launched four new chambers that meet

high-density baling system in 2005, it produced up to 25 %

about 95 % of the global requirements: the BiG Pack 890

heavier bales than traditional machines would – a major

with a 0.8×0.9 m chamber (w×h), the BiG Pack 1270 with

step towards more efficient straw logistics. One year later,

a 1.2×0.7 m chamber, the BiG Pack 1290 with a 120×0.9 m

Krone launched its front-mounted PreChop cutting system

chamber and the flagship BiG Pack 12130 with a 1.20×1.3 m

for the baler. This chops and fragments the straw to make

chamber.

perfect bedding.
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Launching the BiG Pack 1290 HDP, Krone introduced the world’s first
high-density baler in 2005.

The BaleCollect marks a major advance in efficient bale handling.

Then in 2011, Krone sent the ‘HighSpeed’ generation

0.7 m chamber, the high-density feature and the MultiBale

balers into the race. Maintaining the same density, these

function which ties six small bales into one big pack.

machines achieved up to 20 % higher throughputs than
their predecessors.

PERFORMANCE BOOSTS AT
THE HIGHEST LEVEL

One year later, Krone completed its portfolio of straw
harvesting equipment by introducing the VariCut (VC)
cutting system in 2016. Boasting 51 blades, the system
cuts straw to extremely short (22mm) chops that are ideal
for bedding or adding structure to the ration.

Later on, in 2013, the BiG Pack 1290 HDP II was poised
to set further records. The Krone engineers had started

The launch of the BaleCollect bale accumulator in 2017

developing them from scratch in 2009, and this brand-new

marked a major and sustained success in efficient straw

generation of big balers underpinned Krone's position as

harvesting. Hitched to the baler, the bale accumulator

market leader in the ‘High Density’ sector, which marked

collects the bales on its platform as they are ejected from

another quantum leap. The BiG Pack 1290 HDP II delivered

the baler. As a bale leaves the baling chamber it is pushed

up to 70% higher throughputs or up to 10% higher bale

to the right or left by a transverse arm, which quickly

densities compared with the BiG Pack 1290 HDP HighSpeed

vacates the place for the next bale to enter the platform.

model – a performance boost that was made possible by

The bales are unloaded to a pattern that is selected by

various technical innovations. These included a bigger

the operator and that suits the transport chain – a major

main gearbox that was able to handle a massive 1,680hp

step towards making bale handling more efficient. The

and an auxiliary transmission gearbox that increased the

BaleCollect is hitched to the baler by a telescoping drawbar,

flywheel speed from 1,000rpm to 1,180rpm. In addition,

a unique solution that makes road travel particularly easy

bigger rams were fitted to operate the chamber sides. The

for the combination.

most important assembly, however, was the new knotter,
a joint development by Krone and Rasspe that provided the

With a line-up of 16 different BiG Pack models, Krone

new technology for tying the denser packs. It boasts eight

currently has the largest range of big balers. But of course,

smaller double knotters that are tailored to the narrower

development never stops, and the Krone engineers have

1.2m chamber.

long ago started working on new refinements to make sure

ALWAYS ONE STEP
AHEAD

the machines will also meet the ever-increasing demands
of our customers in the future.

«

In 2015 Krone presented the BiG Pack 870 HDP (XC)
MultiBale – a ‘three-in-one’ machine which offers the best
properties of three different BiG Pack models: a 0.8 m by
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MILESTONES IN
THE BiG PACK
The first Krone big baler was manufactured 25 years ago.
Since then, the model has been systematically developed
to cater for the changing needs of farmers and contractors
around the world. Here is a chronicle of the milestone
models and versions.

2003
1997
1993
The BiG Pack 80-80 /
120-80 is born

10

The BiG Pack 120-70
with MultiCut cutting
system enters the
market

1999
The variable
filling system (VFS)
is launched

The BiG Pack 890,
1270 (MultiBale), 1290
and the XCut cutting
system make their
debut

2005
The first BiG Pack
with High-Density
Press system (HDP)
is unveiled

2006
The integral PreChop
chopper is presented
to the public

THE HISTORY OF

2016
2011
The HighSpeed
generation enters
the stage

2013
The BiG Pack
1290 HDP II is
introduced

2015
The BiG Pack 870 HDP
MultiBale is
launched

The new VC
cutting system for
short chops enters
the market

2017
The BaleCollect
accumulator makes
its debut

2018
25 years of the
BiG Pack

11
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EARLY ADOPTER

Herbert Ruge bought the first series-production BiG Pack to roll
off the production line for his contracting business back in 1993.
Over the course of its 16-year service life it clocked up more than
330,000 square bales of silage and straw. Thanks to their out
standing performance, his contracting business is still using
several BiG Pack big balers to harvest straw and silage today.

H

erbert Ruge laid the foundation for his agricultural

some years ago. But as soon as he starts talking about old

contracting business in Odderade near the German

times, you can see the pride and sparkle in his eyes and you

North Sea coast in the bucolic sandy and marshy landscape

can tell that his heart and soul are still very much part of

of Schleswig-Holstein in 1989. The sprightly 72-year-old

this family business. “We started out in April 1989 with an

pensioner handed the business over to his son Andreas

MB Trac 700 and a Krone trailer, a Turbo 5000. We ran this

12

The first BiG Pack 80-80 in the Ruge fleet clocked up more than 330,000
square bales in 16 years.

TRIAL AND ERROR
Soon afterwards the contractor bought two Krone round
balers for baling straw and grass silage, a KR 130 and a KR
160. But some of his customers were asking for square bales
instead of round ones. “To meet our customers’ demands,
we started using big balers from various manufacturers,”
Herbert Ruge says. “They handled straw well but they didn’t
Herbert Ruge bought
one of the first BiG Pack
balers to roll off the Krone
production line in 1993.

cope well with grass silage.” He found a sympathetic ear
at Krone as they were just about to launch their first big
baler. “By then I had been having more and more dealings
with Krone, so we were soon offered the first BiG Pack
pre-production machine to try out. After a bit of teething
trouble the Krone engineers began to get more and more
of a handle on the machine as we were trialling it,” he says.
The Spelle-based manufacturer went on to present its first

setup for a massive 1,800 operating hours in the first year

BiG Pack to the public at Agritechnica in Hannover in 1993.

alone, baling silage for local dairy farms. Everything ran so

“Once we saw the BiG Pack on the Krone stand and got

smoothly that we soon had more customers knocking at

talking to the engineers about the new technical features

the door and we had to go out and buy two more combos

they had introduced, we just knew we had to have one,”

the following year.”

Herbert says.
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1
1
2

feeder, the BiG Pack achieved extremely high throughputs.
The first BiG Pack series performed reliably not

“Despite being such a greedy machine and achieving such

only in straw but also in grass.

high throughputs, it was still very quiet running – courtesy

Andreas Ruge took over from his father Herbert in

of its massive flywheel and tandem axle,” the enthusiastic

2008.

3

The contractors currently run four BiG Pack 1270 XC
MultiBale big balers for straw and silage baling.

4

2

The MultiBale system is particularly popular with
horse owners, as the small packs are easy to handle
in the confined stables.

contractor recalls. The tandem axle makes for an extremely
comfortable ride even at high speeds, whether on uneven
fields or on the road.

MASSIVE LIFETIME
PERFORMANCE
To meet growing demand and with farmers more than happy
with his services, the contractor soon added another big baler

EFFECTIVE IN STRAW
AND GRASS

to his fleet, opting this time for the bigger sister model, the
BiG Pack 120-80. With the new machine, the bale width grew
from 80cm to 120cm, a 1.5-fold increase in the maximum
volume.

No sooner said than done: the first big baler to roll off
the Krone production line, a BiG Pack 80-80, arrived at the

But the era of the BiG Pack 80-80 at Ruge contractors was

contractor’s farmyard right on time for the 1994 season.

to come to an end in 2010. “After 16 years our baler had to

With a chamber size of 0.8x0.8m and an adjustable bale

make way for a newer model – the BiG Pack 890,” says the

length of 1-2.5m, the square bales it produced were easy to

seasoned operator with a sly smile on his face. “Believe it

transport and convenient to use. When we ask him what it

or not, in its 16 years of service, our first BiG Pack produced

was about the BiG Pack he liked so much, he instantly comes

more than 333,000 bales, three-quarters of which were silage.

up with two features: the cutting system and the tandem

That’s a massive lifetime performance, and it’s all down to the

axle. “The BiG Pack was the first big baler to be designed

outstanding engineering on the one hand and the excellent

to be factory-fitted or retrofitted with a 3-blade cutting

servicing and after-sales service we get from Krone on the

system,” the contractor says. “As it chopped up the crop, it

other. There’s always someone at the end of the phone line

could compress both straw and grass better. This was ideal

to bale you out when you get stuck, even in the middle of the

for keeping the growing numbers of customers happy who

night and on weekends. That’s essential for us contractors at

wanted to bale grass silage into big packs.” With its 2m wide

peak harvest times. And our customers also appreciate that

pick-up and its feed system consisting of five packers and one

and stay with us for years.”
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INNOVATIVE AND
SUCCESSFUL
Herbert’s son Andreas (46) has been at the helm of this
constantly growing contracting business since 2008. He now

4
system which produces short, finely shredded straw that
makes even more absorbent bedding material.

BACK TO THE FUTURE

employs 14 full-time staff and has another 25 to 30 seasonal

Over the past few years, the Ruge contracting business has

workers on the books. His current core business includes

seen a slight downturn on the straw side. “We’re wondering

slurry spreading, silage and straw harvesting, combine har-

how this line of business will develop going forward. But

vesting and grass and maize harvesting. Following in his

we’re assuming that there will still be a lot of demand for

father’s footsteps, he is also sticking with Krone big balers.

straw baling in the future and that we can keep on using

At the moment they have four: a BiG Pack 890 and three

our BiG Pack machines for a long time to come,” the junior

BiG Pack 1270 XCs with the MultiBale system, one of which

boss says. “Our big balers average around 4,000 bales a

has a PreChop system. With their 0.8x0.9m and 1.2x0.7m

year. Our latest BiG Pack has produced about 40,000 bales,

chamber sizes, these balers cover the entire bandwidth of

but our oldest, which dates back to 2006, has clocked up

their customers’ requirements. The MultiBale system is

around 60,000 and has a good ten years of service ahead

something Andreas Ruge wouldn’t want to be without:

of it still. We put that down to the fact that our machines

“Around sixty percent of our customers want small packs

get maintained and serviced regularly and really are built

combined into big bales. Horse owners and sheep farmers

to last.”

find these portioned big bales particularly useful, as do dairy
farmers,” he explains. Horse owners, for example, can simply

Herbert nods in agreement and is already looking forward to

remove small straw and hay packs from the big bales and

his next visit and guided tour of the Krone factory in Spelle:

cart them on a sack barrow to the horse box down what are

“I still like to keep up with the latest developments on Krone

often narrow passages.

machines. And while I’m there, I’ll also take the opportunity
to drop by the Krone museum: they have my first ever BiG

But the MultiBale system is very popular with dairy farmers

Pack there, which will be celebrating its 25th birthday at the

as well. Andreas again: “Many cattle farmers appreciate the

end of this year.”

small packs for a convenient way of adding fibre material to

«

the ration. They are also useful for bedding animal houses
that are tight for space. So the big bale is broken up and the
small packs put on a sack barrow and taken to the cubicles.”
For customers who want very finely chopped, low-dust straw,
Andreas uses a BiG Pack 1270 MultiBale with a pre-chopping
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PRACTICE
GRAHAM GUY

ALL-ROUND AGR
ENTREPRENEUR
Graham Guy has run an
agricultural contacting
company in Gisburn
since 2004.

I

Meet Graham Guy: Successful
farmer, respected agricultural
machinery dealer and popular
contractor.

n Lancashire in northern England,

of agricultural equipment. Founded in 2005,

agricultural contracting company under the

some 50 km north of Manchester,

the company has built up a solid customer

name C & G A Guy Contractors Ltd as the

lies the peaceful market town of Colne.

base. Farmers from near and far benefit not

third string to his bow. He offers a variety

This is home to Graham Guy who rears

only from the highly knowledgeable sales

of agricultural services centred on forage

cattle, sheep and pigs on his thriving

force, they also appreciate the outstanding

harvesting. His contracting fleet includes a

family farm.

after-sales service available through the

wide range of Krone machines comprising

workshop and parts warehouse.

several BiG X forage harvesters, Swadro ro-

But that's not enough for him. He is also

tary rakes, KWT rotary tedders and EasyCut

hbouring town of Gisburn. Together with

BALERS ARE THE
CORE BUSINESS

14 employees, he supplies a range of Krone

But that’s still not enough for the indefa-

by a green mosaic of small and large grass-

machinery as well as various other brands

tigable Graham Guy. In 2004 he set up an

land fields. There are virtually no cereal crops.

owner and director of agricultural machinery dealer Guy Machinery Ltd in the neig-

16

disc mowers.
The farmland around Colne is characterised

RICULTURAL
So it's not surprising that there is very strong
demand for forage harvesting services on the
contracting side of Guy's operations.
“Grass baling is our core business. A great
many of our customers want their grass in
square bales so they can easily transport
it around their farms and feed it to their
animals as hay, haylage or silage. We make
between 20,000 and 25,000 square bales a
year”, Graham Guy tells us.
Contractor Guy has been using the Big Pack
890 Krone big baler for over ten years to provide his customers with the easy-to-handle

The farming landscape of this part of northern England is characterised by fields and pastures that are often hilly
and sometimes very steep.

square bales they need. It produces bales

system with pre-compression produces the

walls so typical of this region. Narrow farm

0.90m high and 0.80m wide in a choice of

same rock-solid bales under all conditions

tracks and tight field entrances complete

lengths ranging from 1.00m to 2.70m. This

and in all harvest crops. “This is particularly

the picture.

is also the bale size that most customers

important in our region, and my customers

require, regardless of the size of crop, size

know that with a Krone big baler, C & G A

As Graham Guy explains: “My colleagues

of barn, storage method or feeding system.

Guy Contractors Ltd routinely supplies them

and I are delighted that the BiG Pack 890

with the best possible bales, no matter what

with its low centre of gravity and compact

the external circumstances. And with the

size is safe and stress-free to drive and

QUALITY COUNTS

best bales you get the best forage quality

manoeuvre even under these conditions.

“My BiG Pack 890 produces particularly

and milk or meat yields”, Graham Guy goes

The BiG Pack 890 is a compact machine

dense bales with a high forage quality. My

on to explain.

that offers good visibility, so driving hard

customers like this, because better forage

up to stone walls for mile after mile rarely

like this, because I like to save costs", adds

SUPERIOR PER
FORMANCE WHAT
EVER THE TERRAIN

Graham Guy with a grin.

The Pennine uplands of northern England

working day, I know that they are not

increases the performance of their livestock.
The BiG Pack also makes me more productive because I can work at high rates. And I

leaves a single scratch on the machine”.
“When my drivers return the BiG Packs
to our yard in the evenings after a long

where Graham Guy’s customers farm is

totally stressed. Instead, they can notch

The speed and power of the BiG Pack 890 big

an archetypal English rural landscape. It is

up another successful working day for

baler is mainly due to the HighSpeed com-

characterised by hilly, tiered and someti-

themselves, for our contracting company

ponents and the VS variable filling system.

mes steep fields and pastures of all sizes,

and for our customers. I hope you found it

HighSpeed delivers a larger pre-chamber

from large to very small. Almost all the

so too”, says Graham Guy as he departs with

and higher stroke frequency. The variable fill

fields are enclosed by the grey dry stone

a handshake and a mischievous smile.

«
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OUR BiG PA
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PACK TEAM
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THE SUCCESS
RANGE

Lining up as many as 16 BiG Pack model ranges, Krone offers
the most versatile portfolio of big balers which meet the most
diverse demands and control large market shares. The success
of the BiG Pack rests on three pillars: the exciting specifications
that make a real difference to the users, the choice of different
bale sizes and the choice of HDP and HDP II.

20

BALE SIZES
With the various BiG Pack series, we allow our customers to produce bales of 0.80 m or
1.20m in width and 0.70 m, 0.90 m or 1.30 m in height. In addition, they are free to vary
the bale length flexibly and steplessly between 0.50 m and 3.20 m. Furthermore, some BiG
Pack models are available with the MultiBale feature that ties several small 0.30 m–1.30 m
wads into one big bale.

THE HDP SYSTEM FOR HIGHER
DENSITIES
Viable straw trading is greatly based on controlling the costs of harvesting, haulage and
storage. This is where the Krone HDP system comes in. Up to 25 % higher bale densities
cut handling and haulage costs drastically and make professional straw trading a more
intriguing option for farmers.

THE HDP II SYSTEM INCREASES BALE DENSITY AND
THROUGHPUT
The Krone BiG Pack HDP II models were
developed to scale new heights in efficient
straw handling. The HDP II balers from
Krone are the uncontested leaders in the
high-throughput segment. The HDP II beats
an HDP baler hands down when it comes to
baling speed. An HDP II delivers up to 70 %
higher throughputs while maintaining the
same density.

21
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LINE UP THE BiG PACK
BiG Pack 870
Bale sizes (h×w×l in metres): 0.70×0.80×0.50–2.70
Standard MultiBale specification
Standard HDP specification
Optional XC rotor cutter

BiG Pack 890
Bale sizes (h×w×l in metres): 0.90×0.80×1.00–2.70
Optional XC rotor cutter

BiG Pack 1270
Bale sizes (h×w×l in metres): 0.70×1.20×1.00–2.70
Optional MultiBale
Optional XC or VC rotor cutter
or PreChop cutting system

22

MODELS AND VERSIONS
BiG Pack 1290
Bale sizes (h×w×l in metres): 0.90×1.20×1.00–2.70
Choice of HDP or HDP II specification
Optional XC or VC rotor cutter
or PreChop cutting system

BiG Pack 4×4
Bale sizes (h×w×l in metres): 1.30×1.20×1.00–3.20
Optional XC rotor cutter

The BaleCollect
accumulator
The Krone BaleCollect is an effective implement to opti
mise straw harvesting. On the move and attached to a BiG
Pack, the BaleCollect accumulates up to three bales on its
platform. Its telescoping drawbar allows the accumulator
to track like trailer behind the baler when travelling on
public roads.
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PRACTICE
DA M I E N P O U E Y

A MAN WITH
A PASSION FOR ST

It’s the high-density bales at flexible lengths
that Damien Pouey appreciates about his
BiG Pack.

Even as a young boy who grew up on a
farm, Damien Pouey was enthusiastic about everything to do with farm machinery. This was certainly one of the reasons
why he chose to be a contractor – and a
successful one at that.
24

I

n 2010, he founded his agricultural services company in Cabanac, near Tarbes,

in the southwest of France, within sight
of the Pyrenees. His machine fleet is very
large, and so he can offer a very wide range
of services that include combining, tillage,
and forage and straw harvesting including
baling.

RAW

1
1

Damien Pouey and his staff produce

The straw business in particular developed

and is a decisive advantage here on the

so well that Damien also went into straw

hilly foothills of the Pyrenees. This compact

about 1,500 bales of hay and 9,000

trading in 2016 when he bought a company.

design and the HighSpeed feature make for

bales of straw every year.

significantly higher work rates and acreages
Today, Damien and his employees bale

than competitor machines, which gives me

approximately 1,500 bales of hay and

a clear head start in terms of job planning

9,000 bales of straw per year – either round

and costing.”

2

joystick and tractor terminal.

3

CUSTOMER WISHES
COMPLIED WITH
2012 saw the purchase of a new big baler.
“Before I made the decision, I talked to

customised to clients’ needs.

with a roller chute that has an integrated
weighing system. The system determines the
exact bale weight and gives Monsieur Pouey
the opportunity to customise his bales not
only in size but also in weight.

dealer,” recalls Damien Pouey. “This and
the excellent reputation of the Krone brand

Another asset of this BiG Pack is low mainte-

ultimately convinced me to invest in a Krone

nance. “There is actually not much you have

BiG Pack.”

to do except for some regular checks and

advice and support from my local Krone

of the individual bales that are

Damien Pouey also had his BiG Pack equipped

PERFORMANCE AND
SERVICE ARE SPOT ON

colleagues and received knowledgeable

The integral weighing system in the
roller chute determines the weight

or square bales, depending on customer
preferences.

Operating the big baler is easy from the

refills of the auto lubricator,” says Damien
He bought a BiG Pack 1270 HighSpeed,

Pouey with a smile.

which produces 0.70m high bales in height
and 1.20m in width and allows him to vary

What’s also key for him is that he can trust in

the length between 1.00m and 2.70m to

the local Krone dealer and his well-trained

suit customer preferences.

staff: “I can rely on them to get quick and

2

straightforward help and advice whenever
“The decision in favour of this Krone big

I need it. I am completely satisfied with my

baler was particularly easy for me because

BiG Pack. You can clearly see that Krone

this machine allows me to make particu-

has decades of experience in developing

larly dense and firm straw bales that are

big large balers. Buying this machine was

exactly the size my farmer customers and

the right thing to do and I would certainly

most of my straw customers ask for,” adds

buy it again.”

Damien Pouey. “In addition, the BiG Pack
is a surprisingly short and low-profile ma-

Krone wishes the Damien Pouey companies

chine. This increases the overall stability

continued success.

«
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THE LEGENDARY
BIG PACK MAN

When Martin Seggering visits the Krone museum
at Spelle, he always makes a point of calling in on
the old BiG Pack.

If you want to know more about the fascinating history of
the BiG Pack, just talk to Martin Seggering. The agricultural
engineer has seen the big baler develop from the design
stage to working the fields, and he has been instrumental
in establishing the machine on worldwide markets.
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M

artin Seggering fondly reminisces back to 1993 when, after

studying agriculture, he entered the sales
promotion department at Maschinenfabrik
Krone. It was Dr Bernard Krone himself
who spelled out his main job: “You’ll be
in charge of the market launch of the new
BiG Pack at Agritechnica. So, join the service
engineers and go out to the customers to
learn the machine inside out. Then invite
the customers to Spelle and explain to
them how the machine works.” This was
an exciting challenge for Martin who was
also a bit uneasy because he felt he lacked
the experience: “I’ve never operated such a
big machine, let alone demonstrated it to

The massive flywheel on the first BiG Pack generation already made for very quiet running on these models.

people.” But the boss dispelled any doubts:
“Don’t worry; you have a Welger AP41 on
your own farm. That has two knotters, the

pressure control. All of these features came

stance was he to make the turn. It brought

BiG Pack has six. So, where is the problem?

as standard specification.

the sweat to our brows, but it worked.

Don’t be a chicken – just do it.”

The baler didn’t come off the tractor, and
“At the time, Krone was the first manufac-

nobody noticed the embarrassing mishap.

Martin was thrown in the deep end and

turer to give a big baler standard tandem

This success was mainly the achievement

often went out with the service engineers

axles,” explains Martin. “This was a very

of the massive flywheel and its immense

during the harvest season, getting to know

distinctive feature which signalled loud and

shock absorbing capacity.” The machine

the BiG Pack really well. “The BiG Pack

clear that this machine was very different.

freak adds with a chuckle: “No other baler

baler was a great success at Agritechnica

It just gave an unparalleled level of ride

on the market would have been able to go

1993 – to the surprise of many,” recalls

comfort at high speeds, both in the field

through something like this.”

Martin who was head of aftersales at the

and on the road.”

machines still had a number of teething

Another conspicuous BiG Pack feature was

problems. So in the first summer, we were

its huge flywheel with an immense inertia

very busy keeping the machines we had

that absorbed the violent backstroke of the

LIGHT BULB
MOMENTS AND
THEIR EFFECTS

sold running. It was all ‘learning by doing’,

powerful plunger. “To show at the demon-

Back in the 1990s, balers were usually pro-

and although it was exhausting at times,

strations that the baler ran much quieter

tected from overload by shear pins on the

we did have a lot of fun, because we always

and had a relatively low input requirement,

packers. Whenever the pin broke it involved

overcame the problem.”

we usually hitched it to tractors of appro-

a lot of faffing around and meant the ma-

ximately 100hp,” explains Martin. “This

chine was down for half an hour at least: “To

spared us a huge embarrassment at one

clear the blocked-up feed chamber, you had

machine demonstration in Poland. Shortly

to replace the pins and reconfigure every

before the demo started, the pivoting

thing, which took half to three quarters of

The first Krone big baler entered a competi-

drawbar on the tractor came off and we

an hour. The BiG Pack put an end to that,

tive market that was dominated by various

instantly had to come up with a makeshift

because we had replaced the shear pins

big manufacturers. “To make a splash, we

solution. Using ropes and wire, we managed

by a cam clutch in the packer driveline. So

had to offer a number of features that were

to attach the BiG Pack to the tractor, and

when the feed chamber blocked up, all the

really new,” explains Martin. So, they gave

the driver was told to straddle the swath

operator had to do was halt the machine

the first BiG Pack a tandem axle, a huge

and drive very carefully without any major

and reduce the pto speed. This allowed the

flywheel, an innovative packer system with

steering movements and then stop before

packers to remove the blockage automati-

cam clutch protection and automatic baling

reaching the headland. Under no circum

cally. So, during the field demonstrations

time. “However, the first few production

NEW FEATURES
BRING SUCCESS
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we produced blockages intentionally again

was introduced on the following machine

capacities, Krone responded by introducing

and again. We deliberately downed the

generation in 1999. The VFS system has

the High-Density-Press (HDP) baler in 2005.

BiG Pack in front of the audience. But what

packers and a feeder that fill the feed cham-

“We boosted the plunger stroke by 70% so it

would have been a disaster with any other

ber where the material is pre-compressed

was able to apply a much higher pressure,”

machine was a light bulb moment with the

before it is fed to the actual baling chamber.

explains the BiG Pack specialist. “As a result,

BiG Pack: we stopped the machine and the

This is the secret behind consistently packed

the finished bale would no longer expand

audience could hear the cam clutch banging

bales – even from low-yielding swaths or

excessively. This modification led to a 25%

a couple of times, clearing the blockage just

when working at low ground speeds. But

higher bale weight.” Yet this took very many

like that. After that, we simply went on – a

Martin confesses that the Krone operators,

trials to find out to which level the machine

jaw-dropping experience for the audience.”

too, had to get used to the VFS: “Previously,

was able to cope with the enormous pres-

when demonstrating the BiG Packs, I really

sure. Initially, the developers simply tied

Another feature that made the first BiG

had to rip along those thin swaths to avoid

chains around the baler and pushed it to its

Pack stand out was its automatic pressure

churning out banana-style bales. Yet we

limit of destruction. Over time they extended

control system. “The system sensed the

quickly learned that the throughput was

the bale chamber, fitted beefier rams on the

force that was applied to the plunger and

always high on a Krone VFS baler and that

chamber sides and more massive bearings

allowed operators to set and control it from

the power input was low.

and used thicker steel to build the new BiG

the cab,” explains Martin. “This technology

Pack. All these modifications made the HDP

allowed operators of even the very first

The MultiBale system, which was intro

BiG Pack to select the level of density and

duced in 2003, was a major coup for

maintain – and high so – without the twine

Krone. Up until today, the BiG Pack is the

It was this BiG Pack HDP that opened the

snapping. Our competitors’ balers were not

only machine that is able to tie up seve-

door to the Brazilian market and its sugar

yet able to do that.”

ral small wads into one big bale. Martin

cane industry. Sugar cane growers harvest

Seggering: “In the run-up to Agritechnica,

only the actual cane. The residual trash is

we premiered this ingenious invention at

baled and hauled to the sugar and rum

a demonstration before invited customers

factories where it is used as fuel after the

and the agri press. Yet there was this

government banned burning the trash in

It was the controlled feeder rotor which

malfunction: the electronic system on the

the fields. Yet these residues are extremely

had been designed into the very first BiG

prototype machine was not ready yet, so we

abrasive and the baling conditions are harsh

Pack that initiated the development of the

couldn’t operate the knotters electronically,

and very dusty so that competitor balers

second-generation BiG Pack. The feeder

but it was possible to trigger it by pressing

would last just about one single season, if

consisted of six packers that moved in a

a button on the control box. This operated

at all. This was the big chance for the BiG

cam track, feeding the material from the

the system manually. So I instructed the

Pack HDP. Martin Seggering: “Our machine

pick-up into the feed chamber and making

operator to fend off everybody wanting to

was able to compress the sugar cane trash

six movements during each plunger stroke.

enter the tractor cab and simply drive off,

to very dense bales. Yet, it too suffered from

“Our design resulted in a much smoother

pressing that button at every third stroke

the harsh material. So we worked with our

crop flow than in competitor systems that

of the plunger. I told him to carry on until

Brazilian importer and reinforced the BiG

relied on controlled arms,” explains Martin.

four of five packs were done, so that the

Pack HDP in several places, fitting even har-

“Because these did not remove material

spectators would see the baler was able to

der-wearing components that would last at

from the pick-up during one stroke of the

make multibales. They seemed unaware

least two seasons without failing. After two

plunger as frequently as the Krone packers –

of our problem and saw that the BiG Pack

seasons, we had to overhaul the chambers.

to the effect that intermittently huge lumps

was indeed producing multibales. A few

Baling trash for use as fuel will become

arrived in the feed chamber. Not so on the

days later the electronic system was up

an even more viable business as oil prices

Krone system where the packers had been

and running, and multibaling became an

increase. So we expect the demand for BiG

designed from scratch, which led to more

automated process.”

Pack big balers will rise in the future.”

A NEW GENERA
TION TAKES OVER

consistent densities at a lower input power.

models up to 3t heavier than regular balers.

was compact too.” He points out that this

NO DISTANCE
TOO FAR

packer system actually paved the way for

When customers demanded ever higher

tial, no distance is too far for him to travel.

the Krone VFS Variable Filling System that

bale densities to make full use of truck



Another advantage was that the packer system was very compact, and so the machine
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It is not only for the big balers that Martin
Seggering sees a bright future but for all
Krone machines. To probe into that poten-

«

BaleCollect

BOOSTING EFFICIENCIES IN
BALE COLLECTION
The BaleCollect from Krone collects square
bales as they are ejected from the baler and
deposits them on the headland or in the
field in a pattern that is selected by the operator. The accumulator cuts collecting times
and minimises field traffic and compaction.
In Great Britain and Denmark collectors of
straw, hay and silage bales have long been
a commonplace. Now they are becoming
popular in Germany as well. The BaleCollect
is a Krone development that is based on a
new concept which allows the implement
to trail behind the baler like a trailer when
travelling on public roads and to form a
rigid connection to the baler when working in the field. This flexibility is a great

The options ‘2 bales at once’ and ‘2 separate

of the baler which folds the BaleCollect

advantage over competitor designs which

bales’ are selected when harvesting silage

hydraulically into its 3m transport width

require a special road homologation for the

bales and wrapping either two bales into

position. Then the drawbar telescopes out

tractor-baler-collector combination.

one package or single packs that are picked

and the caster steer axles are fixed in their

up by the following wrapper. But the ope-

rigid positions. In this configuration the

rator can also unload the bales manually at

bale collector tracks behind the baler like a

any time by pressing a button.

trailer - also at speeds of up to 50km/hr and

CHOOSE BETWEEN
FIVE UNLOADING
MODES

through narrow gates. The 1.8t accumulator
Depositing the bales in a consistent pattern

does without on-board brakes because it

As the bale is ejected from the baler, it

in the field or on the headland is a great

is decelerated by baler brakes which are

drops on the platform of the collector which

time saver in bale handling and reduces

powerful enough to control the collector in

accommodates up to three up 1.2m wide

traffic and soil compaction.

any situation.

bales and uses a pusher arm to move it to

in one of five patterns or unloading modes

SWIFT AND SAFE
ROAD TRAVEL

that is selected by the operator.

When the combination is leaving the field,

The ‘3 bales’ or ‘3+1 bales’ modes are used

the operator presses a button either on

to deposit all bales on or near the headland.

the tractor terminal or on the rear end

the left and right vacating the space for
the next bale. The bales are then unloaded

«

5 different unloading modes

3 + 1 bales

3 bales

2 bales

(together)

2 bales

(seperate)

1 bale
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SUCCESSFUL
TOGETHER
Arne Mathiesen has been running his
family business in the Danish town of
Odder for 30 years.

In the small Danish town of Odder, near
Aarhus in eastern Jutland, Arne Mathiesen,
his wife Karen Margrethe, his children and
up to 20 freelance staff run an impressive
and highly successful contracting company
called Maskinstation Odder.

F

or more than 30 years, Arne Mathiesen
has been serving his local customers

from the company’s base in Odder. His
customers ask for the typical agricultural
services such as tillage, sowing, fertiliser
spreading and spraying, transport work and
slurry spreading, but also forage, grain and
straw harvesting. Furthermore, Maskinstation offers a variety of non-agricultural
services such as canal and earthworks, bulk
goods transport, gardening and landscaping
and municipal work such as snow clearing.
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It is no surprise that such a wide range of
services requires a large machine fleet. “Our
fleet at Maskinstation consists of 36 tractors and combine harvesters, 15 excavators
and wheel loaders, 15 tillage and sowing
implements, eight tedders and rakes, six
of which are from Krone, and seven silage
trailers,” says Arne.

STRAW IS AN
IMPORTANT
MAINSTAY
Straw harvesting and trading is a particularly

1
machine, he thought of buying another
BiG Pack. He quickly acted on the idea and
added another Krone big baler to his fleet.

profitable line of business for Maskinstation.
“Every year we export around 5,000–6,000

“Today we have three BiG Pack HDP 1290

tonnes of square straw bales to Germany

models, one BiG Pack HDP II 1290 (which is

and the Netherlands,” explains Arne. “We

even more powerful), one BiG Pack 4x4 for

use nine high-capacity balers for that, six of

the XXL bales and one BiG Pack HDP 870 for

which are currently BiG Pack big balers from

smaller square bales,” explains Arne.

2

Krone.” During the season these machines
are up and working almost around the clock

He ordered all BiG Packs complete with the

and nearly beyond capacity, and so Arne

new Krone BaleCollect bale accumulator.

is planning to buy new big balers soon to

Hitched to the baler, this bale collector

replace the three less productive units.

collects up to three bales on its platform:
“By collecting the bales and placing them on

“The new balers will definitely be also BiG

the ground in groups, we drastically reduce

Packs, because they are the most efficient

field traffic and are much more efficient.”

machines,” emphasises the entrepreneur

never any hiccups and – most importantly

THE SERVICE, TOO,
IS CONVINCING

for me – they bale the firmest bales.”

In addition to the Krone BiG Pack balers,

while a Krone BiG Pack with bale collector
is baling behind him in the field. “There are

ENORMOUSLY
POWERFUL AND
RELIABLE

Arne Mathiesen also operates six high-capacity tedders and rakes from Krone which
equally deliver the quality of work and

3

stability that Arne looks for. At the end of
our interview, he explains to us that not

1

The machine fleet currently consists

“The reason why we appreciate the BiG Pack

only is he impressed by the quality of the

so much is that it packs more material into

Krone machines but also by another Krone

of six BiG Pack big balers which work

a bale than any other machine we know,”

detail: “If we do need technical support or

almost 24/7 in the harvesting season

he continues. “This allows us to haul more

spare parts for the machines, Krone is al-

straw with every truck load, which signifi-

ways immediately at hand. Either the Krone

cantly reduces transport costs.”

importer for Denmark, Brøns Maskinimport

2

BaleCollect running behind the baler.
The bale accumulator is a significant

ApS, or our local Krone dealer is on standby
Arne purchased his first Krone BiG Pack in

for us. We have full confidence in them

2015. His demands were high with respect

and their great service. They usually solve

to stability, reliability, ease of operation and

any issue within half a day at the latest.

bale density. And the BiG Pack ticked all the

This saves me money and increases my

boxes. So, only four weeks into running the

profitability. Keep it up, Krone!”

All of Arne’s BiG Packs have the

output booster.

3

Straw baling is the biggest business
of Arne Mathiesen's contracting
company.

«
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COMPARISON TEST

E xcerpt
fi
from the pro
big baler
comparison
test

Big Results

For the first time ever, profi has succeeded in gathering big balers from all
leading manufacturers in the same field for a comprehensive comparison. In powder-dry conditions,
the machines were set to work in a field of wheat straw to give of their best while being monitored by
testers. The results are really intriguing, and in this first part of our comparison test we look at bale
density, cutting quality, input requirement and throughputs. The following extract from the original
article covers the results of the two Krone balers that took part in the test.

B

uyers of a big baler make their decision primarily on criteria such as service and maintenance, longevity,
throughput, bale density, tractor input
and quality of cut and whether the machine
also makes silage bales. Yet throughput, density, input and quality of cut offer the largest
scope for speculation.

BALE DENSITIES COMPARED
3 3
Baling density
(kg/m
Pressdichte
(kg/m
) )
200
Constant throughput
Konstanter
Durchsatz

Maximum throughput
Maximaler
Durchsatz

167 167
150
139

Putting an end to speculation was exactly our
intention when we designed this test. We
asked all manufacturers of big balers to send
along one of their specimens to the comparison. The requested chamber size was 90cm,
because this seems to have become very
popular with farmers and contractors, the reason being that these models press more material into fewer bales on every hectare. Be_
sides, many insights from this test can be
transferred to the smaller 70cm chamber
models.
The following brands and models took part in
the comparison:
 Case IH LB 434 XL RC (identical with New
Holland BB1290 Plus CC) pulled by a Steyr Terrus 6300 CVT (230kW/313hp)
 Claas Quadrant 5300 FC pulled by a Claas
Axion 950 (301kW/410hp)
 Fendt 1290 S XD (identical w. MF 2270 XD)
pulled by a Fendt 939 Vario (291kW/396hp)
 John Deere L1534 MaxiCut HC23 pulled by
a John Deere 6250R (221kW/300hp)
 Krone BigPack 1290 XC pulled by a 1050
Vario (380kW/517hp)
 Krone BigPack 1290 HDP VC pulled by a
1050 Vario (380 kW/517hp)
 Kuhn LSB 1290 iD OC pulled by a Fendt 936
Vario (269kW/366hp)
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100
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0

A

B

C

D

Krone XC Krone HDP VC

E

The Krone HDP is nearly on par with the winner.

This means the test group also included two
‘regular-specification balers’ from John Deere
and Krone XC which ran alongside the higher-density models – the XL from Case IH, the
XD from Fendt and the HDP from Krone. In
addition, the test also saw the debut of Kuhn’s
brand-new iD model with double plunger. The
Claas Quadrant 5300 FC (current year of manufacture) was supplied by a contractor after
Claas declined to support our project.
The test saw each machine complete four different runs, during which different parameters
were measured, and of course we were keen to
see the results (see ‘How the measurements
were taken’). In the first test, we measured the
maximum density, which was determined in

TEST RESULTS
Krone BP

1290 XC

1290
HDP VC

bale density

Z

BB

cutting quality
power
requirement
throughput

Z

BB

BB

Z

BB

BB

Z

B

BB

Z

Compliance with
bale length
weighing
accuracy

BB = very good; B = good;
Z = on average;
E = below average;
EE = deficient

ONLINE VIDEO
two separate runs: first the combination was
operated at a constant forward speed, and then,
in a second run, the priority was on maximum
throughput at any forward speed. For the first
run, we agreed there and then on a constant
forward speed of 12km/hr.
The individual densities achieved in this run
are listed in the graph ‘Bale densities compared’. The highest density on the first run
at constant speed was 171kg/m3, closely
followed by 167kg/m3 by the Krone BigPack
1290 HDP VC.
Are the balers able to maintain this level of
density when the throughput increases? In
fact, the Krone HDP delivered the same level
of density as on the first run, again achieving
167kg/m3. Another machine that nearly didn’t
lose anything in terms of density was the
Krone XC (134kg/m3 instead of 139 kg/m3).
In another test run, we activated the chopping
system so that the material would be cut. On
this run, we found density was on average
10–15kg/m3 higher. But we are not publishing
the table here for lack of space. Besides, the
results in this category did not impact on the
overall ranking.
A word on the cutting system: All balers had
a rotor cutting system. The system on the
Krone XC has 26 blades and cuts 44mm long
chops. By comparison, the Krone BigPack HDP
VC has the multiple-blade cutting system with
51 blades that produce nominal LOCs as short
as 22mm. To ensure an adequate comparison
with all other machines in the test, these candidates were tested twice – once with all blades in action and once with only half the number of blades at work.

CUTTING QUALITY COMPARED
Share
of fine straw
(< 30 mm,
Feinstrohanteil
<30mm
(%) in %)
100

99,4

99

98

98,0

97

97,0

96

95

94

A

C

B

D

Krone XC Krone VC
26 M

F

E

Krone VC
51 M

The multiple-knife cutting systems such as the one on the Krone VC give the best cuts.
The Krone XC produced substantially more overlengths.

ENERGY INPUT COMPARED
Energy consumption(kWh/t)
(kWh/t)
Energieverbrauch
4,0

Ohne Messer
Without
blades
Mit Messern
With
blades

3,5

3,6

51 Messer
blades

3,0

3,0

2,5
2,3

2,0

1,9
1,5

1,6

1,0
0,5

The actual quality of cut was evaluated by
DLG which determined the percentages of
overlengths by fractioning the samples with a
30mm mesh sieve (see graph ‘Cutting quality
compared’). As anticipated, the two balers with
a multiple-blade cutting system came out as
the winners: in the sample from the Krone
VariCut, 99.4% of the material was cut shorter
than 30mm, whereas in the sample from the
scissor-like cutting system on the Krone XC
(the VC applies controlled cuts), only 97% of
the chops were shorter than 30mm.

0,0

A

B

C

D

Krone XC Krone HDP VC

E

The energy inputs by the individual balers vary even when not using the cutting
system. The input increases especially when the cutting system is activated.

The Krone VC result means that just about 2kg
from a 400kg bale is made up of chops longer
than 30mm. More good news: the quality of cut
never dropped significantly on any machine
when the throughput increased – at least as
long as the blades were sharp...

The cutting system often plays a role when
bale stability is at issue. Therefore, we also
tried to determine possible differences in this
respect, but it seems that bale stability is more
a factor of baling pressure than cutting system. Anyhow, bale handling was never an issue

profi 11 - 2018
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in our test. A more intriguing factor is tractor
input – a significant parameter that can
account for the tractor guzzling quite a few
litres more per hour. To measure the individual tractor inputs, we recorded the pto output
that was necessary to either bale without cutting or cut and bale one tonne of straw. It
turned out that all balers were more efficient
on the maximum throughput test runs. The
results are shown in the graph ‘Energy input
compared’.
According to this graph, the most input-efficient machine was the Krone XC without cut-

ting system, requiring 1.6kWh per tonne of
straw. This result corresponds to the relatively
lower bale density on this machine. Yet, a
higher bale density does not necessarily lead
to a significant increase in specific consumption, which is demonstrated by the Krone HDP
VC, where the input is as low as 1.9kWh/t.
These rates increase when the cutting system
is in action. It was 3kWh per tonne of straw on
the Krone HDP VC with half the number of blades in action but only 2.3kWh on the Krone XC.
Short cuts require a higher power input. This

HOW ACCURATE ARE THE
WEIGHING SYSTEMS?
Deviation (%)
Abweichung
(%)
6
5
4,4

4
3
2
1

MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT COMPARED
Maximum throughput
Maximaler
Durchsatz(t/h)
(t/h)
60
Ohne Messer
Messern
Without
blades Mit
With
blades

0
-1

51 Messer
blades
51,7
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D

Krone XC Krone HDP VC

E

The average throughput of the Krone HDP VC as measured on three consecutive bales
is more than 57t/hr. The Krone XC, too, is among the top throughput machines.

HOW ACCURATELY IS BALE LENGTH MAINTAINED?
A
B
C
D
2,02

Krone XC

2,09

2,16

2,09 2,13

Krone HDP VC

2,19

E
1,75

1,80

1,85

1,90

1,95

2,00

2,05

2,10

2,15

The bale length varies between 10cm (including on the Krone VC) and 16cm on
the various balers whereas it is 14cm on the Krone XC.
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Krone XC Krone VC

C

46,5

45,8

0

A

Checking twelve bales from the Krone XC,
we observed a small 0.3% deviation from
the actual weight.

57,1

50

-0,3

2,20
2,25
Ballenlänge
Bale length (m)
(m)

becomes clear when we look at the input rates
of the machines with multiple-blade cutting system: here, the energy input was 0.5kWh higher
(3.6kWh/tonne) than on the machines with a
standard cutting system. What does this mean
in terms of your fuel bill? Let’s see: 0.5kWh/t is
the equivalent of approx. 0.15 litres of fuel per
tonne of straw. Assuming the throughput is 40t/
hr, the tractor would guzzle about 6 litres extra
every hour and even about 20 litres extra in
comparison with a machine without a cutting
system.
But let’s go back to the tractor: our measurements reveal that, at maximum throughput
rates, the balers have a pto input of about
200kW/272hp. Add to this the power the tractor needs just to pull the 12t baler, and it becomes clear that the tractor should have at
least a 300kW/400hp engine if you really want
to utilise such a high-capacity baler to potential – especially on hilly fields and even with
the pre-chopper in action. On the other hand,
in conditions where throughputs are low, it is
of course no problem to use a 200hp tractor.
This takes us to maximum throughputs. We
asked the operators to exercise their machine
to the point at which it was likely to block up,
which the Krone operator also managed to do,
producing a blockage in the intake system. The
graph ‘Maximum throughput compared’ shows
the throughput figures that were averaged
from three consecutive bales. The highest
throughput on the ‘no blades’ run was measured on the Krone HDP VC, and this was 51.7t/
hr. The Krone XC was also among the machines with a better than 50t/hr performance

(51.7t/hr).
The throughput on all balers drops (more or
less) when the knives are at work. The Krone
XC still managed to put out 45.8t/hr. By comparison, the throughput of just 38.6t/hr by the
Krone HDP VC with half the number of blades
in action was obviously down to the low-yielding swath – especially as this 51-blade baler
again achieved an excellent throughput of
46.5t/hr.
The last test parameter was bale length and
how accurately the set length was maintained
by the individual machines (see the graph ‘How
accurately is bale length maintained?’). The
Krone HDP VC came out as one of the best in
this category, with the deviation from the target length being as small as 10cm, whereas it
was 14cm on the Krone XC.
To check on the accuracy of the weighing systems, we compared the actual bale weight with
the set target weight (see graph ‘How accurate
are the weighing systems?’). In this category,
the weighing system in the roller chute on the
Krone XC proved to be among the most
accurate systems, showing a sensationally
small deviation of 0.3% across twelve bales.
Yet the system on the Krone HDP VC had issues
with the 2m bales, failing to indicate any
weight at all for 25% of the bales and producing a 4.4% inaccuracy, which is rather large.

HOW THE MEASUREMENTS WERE TAKEN

Bernd Carstensen and Tobias Konietzny
from GKN Walterscheid measured the
tractor input with torque hubs.

The test site was a 65ha field of wheat,
which had been combined by a hybrid
Claas Lexion 600 with a 9m header one
week before the test took place. The crop
yielded more than 7.5t/ha of grain and
4t/ha straw. Consequently, the swath
size was about 3.5kg/m. After some rainfall, the swath was turned over once by
a side delivery rake. On the day the test
took place, the residual moisture percentages ranged between 9.0% and 10.3%
which were measured between the times
of 12:30 and 17:30.

more swaths at maximum ground speed,
once using the cutting system, once not
using the cutting system and produce the
maximum density.

All balers had GNK Walterscheid torque
measuring hubs that were installed

Then the measurements and weights
were taken from three bales from each
run. In addition, we took 25l samples
with a penetrometer from all chopped
bales. The samples were later sieved into
fractions at the DLG test centre to determine the quality of cut. Of course, we
also measured the dimensions and
weights of the balers, the actual pick-up
widths and blade spacings in the cutting
system.

The bale density was determined by
measuring and weighing the bales.

We used a penetrometer to sample the
straw and determine the cutting quality...

Summary: This comparison was a premiere
that saw the big balers of all manufacturers
work the same field on the same day to compare their performance. The regular specification Krone BigPack 1290 XC achieved very
good throughputs but performed less well on
quality of cut. The accuracy of the weighing
system was very good.
The Krone BigPack 1290 HDP VC put in a convincing performance, achieving a high density,
high throughput and a very good quality of
cut. The input requirement is average; the
weighing system did not work accurately.
In this article we discussed the actual test
results. In a follow-up article, we will look at
the specific machine details, including dimensions and weights, ease of changing knives and
prices.

before the tests began, and a proximity
sensor inside the needle yoke measured
the accurate baling time for each bale.
The actual ground speed was measured
by a GPS mouse.
The operators drew lots to decide the
starting order and began picking up four
of the approximately 1,000m-long
swaths. The instructions were easy: travel down the swath at 12km/hr, once
using the cutting system, once not using
the cutting system, but always try to produce the maximum density. Next, do two

....and then fractioned it at the DLG test
centre.
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